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Introduction
There’s one powerful practice that’s time and again associated with success. Writing down your goals.
According to psychology professor Dr. Gail Matthews, individuals are significantly more likely to achieve
a goal if it’s written down.1

There’s something serious about taking pen to paper or sharing an intended goal with another
person. The act of writing down your goals represents a commitment to yourself, your team, and the
entire organization.

That’s the idea behind creating a purposeful fundraising strategy. It helps to…
• Keep you and your team organized
• Motivate you
• Ensure you do the prep work before charging ahead
• Hold you accountable
• Communicate goals to the entire team
• Unify your team under larger goals

Within this document, focus is key. When you’ve nailed down your plan and the best strategy to move
forward, you’ve committed to pursuing certain methods to attain success. This roadmap will help keep
you from getting distracted by new recommendations that come your way over the course of the year.
You’ll have to put any outside ideas under the microscope and ask: Does the new idea fit with the
original strategy? Does it help? Is it better than the original documented decisions?

1

Dominican University of California, “Goals Research Summary.” http://www.dominican.edu/academics/ahss/
undergraduate-programs/psych/faculty/assets-gail-matthews/researchsummary2.pdf
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This natural dialogue that occurs after setting a plan will ensure your organization isn’t just taking on
projects for the sake of trying new ideas, rather they are making every decision purposeful
and significant.

This guide outlines the steps necessary to create a fundraising strategy that can help keep your
organization on track throughout the year.

Let’s get started.
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Chapter 1
Assemble The Team, Generate Ideas

The first step is to enlist the help of your entire team early on in the process. If each member feels
they’ve had an opportunity to contribute their ideas, they will feel a greater sense of ownership and more
connected to your organization’s goals.

Establish Buy-In: Listen to Your Team
Facilitate a discussion that works backwards by starting with your development team’s wildest dreams
for your organization. Then, brainstorm the best ways, new and old, to get there. To make sure your team
isn’t afraid to share their most creative ideas, genuinely listen to their suggestions and take them
into consideration.

When someone raises a point or an idea, repeat their contribution back to them in your own
PRO TIP

words in order to signal that you both heard and interpreted their point. “If I’m understanding
you correctly, you think, x. I agree/disagree, and think y.” This tactic supports a respectful and
constructive dialogue.

Assign a Lead Writer
According to The Fundraising Authority, your development director should write the plan with help from
the CEO and board of directors.2 If you don’t have a development director, an executive director should
write the plan.

2

The Fundraising Authority, “How to Write a Successful Fundraising Plan.” http://www.thefundraisingauthority.
com/fundraising-basics/fundraising-plan/
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The lead writer will:

1.

Work with management to ensure alignment with development goals

2. Establish a timeline for drafting
3. Draft, submit, and verify a budget for the project
4. Assign responsibilities
5. Communicate expectations to contributing team members
6. Manage collaboration and collection of materials
7. Ultimately be held accountable for every word (and number) in the document
8. Enlist any help from a designer
9. Print physical documents if desired
10. Share the final product with key organization and board members, if not the entire staff

The advent of collaborative word processing software such as Google Docs and Evernote
PRO TIP

makes writing together easier than ever. Use a tool designed for collaborative work to
save time.

Getting Started
The development director can prepare for writing the plan by leading a review of your organization’s
past performance with the development team. Identify historically successful fundraising campaigns in
addition to new methods you haven’t yet tried that should be considered for the coming year.
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It’s also worth discussing hiring a consultant with your team before moving forward with the plan’s
construction. An experienced industry professional can bring specific knowledge and best practices to
the table and help transform your ideas into a careful strategy.

Consultants can help:
• Save time
• Provide valuable insight
• Suggest resources and tools
• Identify and plan growth initiatives

After you’ve collected input from any contributing experts such as your board or a consultant, you will be
ready to begin the writing process with your team.
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Chapter 2
Tips for Writing Success

Tip 1: Conduct a Pulse Check
Your strategy for next year should never be a copy and paste of last year’s. Sure, key successful
components will likely carry over, but your organization should never assume what was a success last
year will continue to be a success this year. Therefore, it’s worth it to reconsider your entire strategy, top
to bottom, even if you already have an idea of what will stay and what will change.

Check your initiatives like you would evidence against a thesis statement. Do all of your programs still
serve your mission? Are all your fundraising methods still successful and relevant?

You also need to consider your budget. You might be up to your ears in good ideas, but your budget is
what limits your programs and sets a constraint to carrying out your fundraising strategy. How does this
year’s budget compare to last year? List your available resources to do a quick pulse check.
• Operating budget
• Staff hours
• Volunteer hours
• Donor data
• Preexisting relationships with partners and donors
• Software
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Tip 2: Take the Online
Fundraising Assessment
It’s important to consider what parts of your
overall fundraising strategy may be in need of
more attention. Today, your online strategy is an

To take a close look at what elements
of your online fundraising strategy

essential component of your initiatives. How does

might be lacking, check out this free

the amount of time you’ve devoted to your donor

assessment and fill out the wheel of
online fundraising worksheet.

retention efforts stack up against the amount of
time you’ve spent on your website, or social media

Download Now

strategy? By completing an assessment of your
online fundraising initiatives, you can easily identify
where to invest more time to round out your efforts.
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In this organization's example, their recurring giving program and donor
acquisition need more attention in order to round out their wheel.
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Tip 3: Complete a SWOT Analysis
A SWOT analysis is generally presented in a four-quadrant chart. You will notice that each section of the
chart can also be labeled as either internal or external, and favorable or unfavorable. As you fill in each
section, check the results from your online fundraising assessment, as the completion of that tool will
provide valuable insight.

FAVORABLE

UNFAVORABLE

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

STRENGTHS
• What is your organization amazing at?
• What differentiates you from other nonprofit organizations serving your cause?
• Do you have a novel approach?
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WEAKNESSES
• What areas haven’t you committed time to yet?
• Where did you fall short last year?
• What aspects of your strategy didn’t have a positive ROI last year?

OPPORTUNITIES
• What fundraising trails do you have yet to blaze?
• Is your organization dedicated to fostering innovation and growth?
• What organizations might strengthen your value proposition through partnership?

THREATS
• What factors put your organization at risk?
• What political or environmental issues, if any, surround your cause?
• Do you face any managerial challenges, such as high turnover, in your day-to-day operations?

After creating this matrix, pay special attention to opportunities (especially weaknesses that you can turn
into opportunities) and cash cows as you brainstorm for your one-year strategy. A cash cow is a revenue
stream that produces a steady stream of income despite a low investment compared to returns.

This analysis allows you to check in on the current standing of your organization and compare it to others
in the space. It also reveals what differentiates you as an organization and opportunities for
moving forward.
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Tip 4: Build a Perceptual Map
A perceptual map is a tool you can use with varying degrees of complexity. It can be hand written on a
white board, or input in excel. The map is a four quadrant graph that illustrates the position of different
brands or organizations in a space by overall perception of customers/donors. It’s possible to create this
map only using your staff’s impressions of donor perception, but you might consider using a survey to
poll how your donors view your organization.

For example, in this map, the y-axis indicates donor perception of how narrow the organization’s focus
is in serving their cause (from general to specialized). The x-axis represents a donor’s perception
of an organization’s approach (from traditional to modern). The size of the circle representing each
organization on the chart indicates the size of the organization by revenue.

GENERAL
6
Y: FOCUS

ORGANIZATIONS

5

YOUR ORGANIZATION
TRADITIONAL

MODERN

X: APPROACH

1

Desert Penguin Foundation

2

Penguin Protection

3

Peace for Penguins

4

Baby Penguin Research Center

5

Empowered Emperor Penguins

6

World Penguin Society

3
4
1

2

SPECIALIZED

Give some thought to how you are perceived by donors to help you develop a strategy for moving the
needle if you intend to represent certain qualities or ideals. How you compare to other organizations will
spark ideas for collaboration and partnership.
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To use this tool, choose any two qualities to measure in your map. If your organization is a member of
a specific industry, such as the penguin preservation sector, focus on comparing and contrasting other
organizations in that specific space.

Tip 5: Make it Visual
Images and graphics will help keep your documents visually stimulating. While your comprehensive
fundraising strategy document will largely serve as an internal communication tool, any graphics you
include will make the document more digestible for your team and entire staff.

Where applicable, some graphics may be
repurposed in your external communication tools,
such as in presentations or in your one-year
one-page fundraising plan as outlined in Chapter
4. For example, you could include an illustrative
graph such as a pie chart to convey a key point
rather than have the information presented in a paragraph or bulleted list.
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Chapter 3
Write Your Comprehensive Fundraising Strategy

Behind every goal lives the gritty details and steps necessary to achieve the larger plan. This long-form
document is a great tool for internal communications among the development staff and also with
other departments.

The type of plan you create will depend on the current stage of your organization in its lifecycle.
Philanthropy News Digest writer Carl Richardson recommends focusing on a 12-month plan if you’re still
starting out and working to build stability. More established organizations might consider a three-year
plan or intensive five-year plan, he suggests, as they will have a clearer idea of their income streams.3

What to Include
Your full one-year plan will take on a shape similar to that of a business proposal. Often times, in the
case of planning documents, the act of creating the document is even more rewarding than the result of
actually having the document. When you take the time to build out the exact hows, whats, and whys on
paper, you illuminate the process for everyone involved.

While writing your strategy down may not be as grand a gesture as setting it in stone, suddenly your plan
is more straightforward, legitimate, and actionable. This comprehensive document will not only create
benefits as you write it, but also throughout the year as it serves as a unifying thread across your multiple
teams and campaigns.

3

Philanthropy News Digest, “Strategic Planning: Five Steps to a More Secure Future.”
http://philanthropynewsdigest.org/columns/the-sustainable-nonprofit/strategic-planning-five-steps-to-amore-secure-future
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TITLE PAGE
The Free Management Library recommends providing the last date the document was updated
underneath your document’s title and to update it every time the document is changed throughout the
year.4 This promotes it to be a living document. Your team should feel compelled to revisit it throughout
the year and to suggest any applicable changes as they arise.

AUTHORIZATION OF BOARD MEMBERS
This page will include the physical signatures of your board members, approving the contents of the
document. Changes made to this document throughout the year should always be submitted to the
board and approved before the plan is redistributed to the organization.

ORGANIZATION BACKGROUND
This section of your document is an opportunity to tell your story. Similar to organizations in the for profit
world, your nonprofit organization started with an idea. But unlike a traditional business, a nonprofit
organization is often born out of an emotionally significant experience or realization. You were inspired,
you were moved, you were destroyed, you were saved. Something happened that made you stand up
for change and say, “enough is enough.”

Tell your readers about those founding moments. Though this larger document is primarily an internal
tool, the act of drafting this section will create content that you can use elsewhere, such as on an About
Us page on your website.

This section is typically written in chronological order and gives details leading up to your organization’s
standing today. Internally, this will be a useful section for any new additions to your team as it will help
them understand where you’ve come from.

4

Free Management Library, “Framework for a Basic Strategic Plan Document for a Nonprofit.”
http://managementhelp.org/freenonprofittraining/strategic-plan-framework.htm
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MISSION STATEMENT
Your mission statement is the driving force behind your entire strategy document. It is the reason you
fundraise and create strategic goals. Include it in this section to speak to the big picture goals your
fundraising initiatives are tied to and properly set the stage for your specific strategy.

This is also an opportunity to allude to your organization’s larger vision. A super specific mission often
still contributes to a larger issue or cause. For example, your organization may aid cancer patients in a
specific stage in their journey. Even if you do not directly contribute funds to research for a cure, you’ve
still taken a stand against the disease itself, and are a member of the larger fight.

CASE FOR SUPPORT
Imagine you’re a lawyer defending a client.
Think of the fervor you’d have as you speak
to the judge and jury with sweeping hand
gestures, pointing at large charts, and pacing
back and forth.

Great, now you’re ready to create your case
for support.

Your passion should spill out of the page here
and leave readers without a doubt in their
mind of why they need to support your cause and why they need to support it now.

This section connects the dots for your staff and is also a piece of this larger document that can be used
as an external communication tool.
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By creating a case for financial support, your staff will better understand how to communicate to donors
why their help is needed. They will also be able to speak to what returns your organization expects to
see by investing in your programs.

According to The Fundraising Authority, a standard case for support tends to be anywhere from
2 to 7 pages.5

Here’s what to include:
• Facts and statistics that support the need for your work
• The programs and initiatives your organization spearheads
• The financial investment necessary to make these programs a success
• An invitation for the donor to get involved
• The impact that will be made possible through the donor’s contribution

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES, ACTIVITIES, AND PROGRAMS
In order to achieve your goals, it’s helpful to set milestones along the way. This section will outline your
quarterly fundraising goals and how you plan to achieve them.

Your program goals are directly tied
to your fundraising goals. If your
organization plans to save X more
penguins this year through the work of
one of your programs, you will inherently

SAVE

PENGUIN(S)

IN ADDITIONAL
FUNDS

need some additional amount of funding

5

The Fundraising Authority, "How to Write a Case for Support for Your Non-Profit (Part I).” http://www.
thefundraisingauthority.com/strategy-and-planning/nonprofit-case-for-suppor/
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to help you reach that program goal. List your program goals ahead of your fundraising goals to indicate
their connection as a driving force.

Your goals should always be SMART, or specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and time-bound.
Take special care in the crafting of your goals for each quarter in order to set your organization up
for success.

Let’s dissect a SMART goal to better understand its components.

Specific
Measureable
Achievable
Realistic

Increase our recurring giving
program by $20,000 of annual
income by January 1st, 2017.

Time-bound

Whether a goal is truly achievable and realistic will depend on your resources and the past success of
your organization, and quite frankly, your new fundraising strategy. You can write SMART goals all day. If
you don’t have a strategic plan for attaining your SMART goals, you’ll likely flounder.

For example, you can outline your goals like this:

Year: 20XX, Quarter 1
• Objective 1: Your first SMART fundraising goal here
-- Key Result 1: The first key deliverable required to achieve this goal
-- Key Result 2: The second key deliverable required to achieve this goal
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• Objective 2: Your second SMART fundraising goal here
-- Key Result 1: The first key deliverable required to achieve this goal
-- Key Result 2: The second key deliverable required to achieve this goal

The key results underneath each individual objective will form their own list and provide the supporting
information and individual line items for how you will work toward the overall objective of that quarter.
You should include major fundraising activities as key results and indicate goals for income generated
from each initiative.

FUNDRAISING TACTICS
Give a comprehensive picture of your
tactics and categorize the types of
income you plan to generate in the
course of the year.

Revenue streams worth categorizing

A pie chart can be a useful tool for indicating which revenue

could include:

streams your organization is heavily dependent on. In this

• Recurring gifts

example above, Lifewater illustrates the types of revenue they
generated in their 2015 annual report.

• Event generated income, such as from a gala
• A large campaign, such as #GivingTuesday
• Corporate gifts

Within individual giving, it’s also helpful to break it down via channel of donation. Indicate your
goals for:
• Online donations
• Direct mail gifts
• Mobile contributions
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Creating these charts in the beginning of the year will help you keep on track as it progresses, especially
if you have identified areas to invest more time in.

It is also helpful to outline what types of income trend for each month in the year. It’s likely that individual
giving plays a much larger part in your pie towards the end of your year, while you may secure a grant or
hold a large event early on.

STRATEGIC ANALYSIS
While this entire document is arguably a strategic analysis of your standing, the goal of this section of the
document is to present your findings and decisions for moving forward.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, a SWOT analysis specifically looks at the health of your organization and
your position within the nonprofit and social enterprise industries. After completing this exercise, present
that information in this section of the document.

Include your perceptual map from Chapter 2 in this section as well. Your perceptual map will help your
team understand what differentiates your organization in the eyes of the donor. This exercise is also a
great way to identify any potential partnership opportunities. If a donor’s perception of your organization
does not match your intention, outline what steps will be taken to remedy this matter.

FINANCIAL REPORT
The financial report behind your fundraising strategy will provide a break-even analysis for each
fundraising campaign or initiative and give you a benchmark to better understand exactly how much
money you need to raise to first break-even, and then truly label each project as a success.

This section will also provide a detailed account of the development department’s budget for the year
and the distribution of funds.
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To create your break-even analysis, follow these steps.6
• Step 1. Calculate the cost of operation for your campaign
• Step 2. Determine the average gift size by individuals to your organization. You will use this as an
estimation in your planning.
• Step 3. Identify any funds you already secured.
• Step 4. Subtract any funds already secured from the cost of operation.
• Step 5. Divide this number by your average gift size.

The result of step 5 is the number of donors (on average) needed for your campaign to break-even. Use
this number as a benchmark. Remember that it is an average, but that it will be a useful number to keep
in mind as you write your outreach goals.

COST OF OPERATION

SECURED FUNDS

# OF DONORS NEEDED TO
BREAK EVEN (ON AVERAGE)

AVERAGE GIFT SIZE

Here’s an example:

Say it cost $10,000 to get your event up and running, but a corporation has already pledged to
contribute $1,000 dollars to your campaign for the event.

In this case, you would first subtract the $1,000 from the $10,000 needed to run the event.

6

Entrepreneur, “Determining Your Break-Even Point.” http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/83808
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Next, you would divide $9,000 by the average size of an individual donation to your organization over
the course of your history.

In this example, we’ll use Network for Good’s calculation of $104 as the average gift size over the course
of the year in 2014.7

$9,000 divided by $104, is 86.5. Since we can’t use decimals for human beings, we’ll round up. 87 is the
number of donors you will need (given the average size of a donation) for your event to break even.

$10,000

$1,000

COST OF OPERATION

SECURED FUNDS

87 DONORS NEEDED TO
BREAK EVEN (ON AVERAGE)

$104

AVERAGE GIFT SIZE

RESPONSIBILITIES AND BUILDING OUT YOUR CALENDAR
Now for the fun part: mapping out the components of each campaign. In this section, team members will
see which campaigns they are assigned to as leads or as key team members. Each campaign will list the
teams and individuals responsible for the project.

Provide at least rough estimates for a timeline surrounding each campaign. As you move forward, these
dates may become more fleshed out, at which point you will want to update this document and
your calendar.

7

Network For Good, “The Network for Good Digital Giving Index.” http://www.networkforgood.com/
digitalgivingindex/
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In the Tool Appendix of this guide, you will find a helpful Year-Round Fundraising Calendar.

To fill out this calendar you will need to gather the following:
• Key dates
• Campaign ideas
• New and annual events
• Marketing and communication initiatives

Marketing and communication initiatives can be quite extensive. This section will consist of any plans you
have for:
• Email appeals

• PR announcements

• Newsletters

• Results reporting

• Thank you messaging

• Social media updates

CONCLUSION
How you conclude your document is important
as it sets the stage for moving forward. Imagine a
basketball coach as he gives a detailed speech
to his team on each play he wants to use to win
the game. What if he just ended his speech on his
last suggestion for a play? Think that would get his
players jazzed? Probably not.

Pump your team up with your dreams for this next year so they walk away from this document feeling
exhilarated. This is a space to vocalize those big ideas that inspire your work. This document should
empower each staff member by showing them exactly how their work and contribution is vital to the
success of your organization, your programs, and serving your cause.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
While an executive summary should immediately follow your title page, it is a best practice to write the
summary last when creating a planning document or report. This page typically includes one to two
paragraphs that introduce your organization and summarize the main points of your entire document.

Rather than write 1 to 2 paragraphs of text, we recommend putting a creative spin on your executive
summary and making it a page that can both represent your entire document, and function on its own as
an external communications tool. Find out what to include in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Create a One-Page, One-Year Fundraising Plan

Regardless of your age and size, all organizations can benefit from the creation of a one-page, one-year
fundraising plan. The beauty of this document is that it can function as both the executive summary of
your larger plan, and as a stand alone communication tool. It’s succinct and therefore easy to digest,
which is important for a document that serves as a key external communication asset for meetings with
potential donors, foundations, partners, and corporations.

Executive summaries, like a study’s abstract, bring together the main findings of the larger document or
experiment. How will you know what to write without first digging in and making your findings? Use the
material you worked through in the last chapter and highlight the key points here.

What to Include
To create this document, Nonprofit Hub recommends you include the following items when creating a
one-page, one-year plan for your organization.8

VISION
In this section, focus on the larger goal and greater purpose your organization serves. Although the
one-pager addresses the coming year, your vision can include the bigger picture, looking five or even
10 years ahead. This may touch on an issue that you alone cannot solve, but that you play a part in the
solution. For example, if your organization raises money to commit to cancer research, the larger vision
may be finding a cure, even if your organization is a contributing factor and not necessarily directly
accredited with this feat.

8

Nonprofit Hub, “The 10 Necessary Steps Before Launching Your Fundraising Plan.” http://www.nonprofithub.
org/human-resources/10-steps-before-launching-your-fundraising-plan/
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MISSION STATEMENT
Next include your mission statement to give your readers a clear idea of your purpose as an
organization. Remember that your mission statement should be declarative, concise, and include who the
organization serves and how they serve them.

WHO YOU SERVE
As indicated in your mission statement, it’s essential to communicate who you serve, or your
organization’s “main character.”

Details are what help form emotional connections between donors and the people, animals, places, or
things your organization works for. Make it incredibly easy to forge a connection by humanizing your
work. Your cause is much more likely to resonate with a donor if they can see real examples of where
your help goes and where their dollars go.
THE CHALLENGES THEY FACE
Describe what obstacles your “main characters”
face. Your reader should understand the gravity of
the situation after only a few sentences within this
section. What are your “main characters” up against?
What would their lives look like if this continued and
no aid was received?

To learn more about how to represent
your nonprofit’s characters, conflicts, and
villains, check out this infographic on
how to craft a tale that resonates.

Read Now

To write this section it can be helpful to imagine the
main challenge you’ve pitted yourself against as the
“villain.” Use descriptive language and images to

translate the animosity your organization has for the villain to the reader. If you can make them feel like
you feel and like your main characters feel, the easier it will be for you to resonate with them and the
more likely they will be to support you.
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YOUR SOLUTION
Present how your organization is tackling the villain and aims to change the world for the better.
Your approach should be intuitive and clear, but also novel. It should be obvious to the reader of this
document why your organization is well poised and well suited to address this problem. List the actions
you’ve taken, your impact to date, and how your current and future programs will make a positive change
better than ever before.

Your goals also fit into this section. After you describe your current status, shed a little light on how you’re
working toward that larger vision. Remember, any goals you create for your organization and share
outside your organization should always be SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and
Time-bound). SMART goals hold your team and entire organization accountable by allowing you to
check your status against them. An ambiguous or ill-defined goal on the other hand, makes it difficult to
benchmark your progress and understand if you’re being successful or not.

Any notable dates for your organization can also be included here. Such as large annual events,
important campaigns, or holidays, such as #GivingTuesday.SOURCES

OF REVENUE

YOUR FINANCIALS
In addition to these five elements

ONLINE DONATIONS

MAIL DONATIONS

RECURRING GIFTS

recommended by Nonprofit Hub, we
recommend including a section on your
financials. Illustrate your sources of
revenue and how this money is spent to
your donors to give them a better idea how
vital their individual contributions are to
your organization.
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This section will ultimately reveal the strength of your fundraising portfolio. If you’re committing to a shift
in focus, such as investing in online fundraising initiatives, and less in direct mail, make that apparent in
this section.

In order to give you a visual sense of the makeup of this document, we’ve created a helpful diagram on
creating your one-page, one-year strategy at the end of this guide in the Tool Appendix.
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Chapter 5
Use Your Planning Documents Year Round

The best way for these documents to serve your organization is to use them throughout the year. To
make sure it becomes common practice to refer to them regularly, you’ll need to get your entire team,
and entire organization on board.

All Hands on Deck
The entire organization should understand how to access both of these communication tools and know
which sections of the larger plan document are considered confidential information. If you’ve received
input from your entire development team in order to create this document, they will be representatives of
the document if anyone on other teams has any questions throughout the year.

Select the most effective method to distribute this content to your organization:
• Create a physical strategy binder for each team member
• Grant access via collaborative software such as Google Docs or Dropbox
• Hold a presentation to present how the documents and their contents should be used

To get the most use out of these tools, you may consider completing all three of these options. While a
majority of your team may find accessing the documents electronically as the most helpful, some may
prefer a physical copy best for keeping the overall plan top of mind.
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Make a Plan for Using the Plan
It may sound silly, but creating an action plan for using your plan will help hold your team accountable.

Establish ahead of time how often you will check in with your plan. You shouldn’t wait until the end of the
year to incorporate feedback. Whether you’re reviewing your plan at the start of every quarter or at the
end of every week, identify a natural cadence for using your benchmarks.

How often you refer to your larger planning document will also determine how often you amend the
document and resubmit it to your board of directors. It probably doesn’t make as much sense to reach
out for approval every week. Aggregate possible changes in chunks of time, such as on a monthly basis
to prevent bombarding your directors.

By distributing your plan and making it accessible to your entire staff, this document will become a living
plan of action. Develop a system for making amendments over the course of the year and communicate
who should be contacted in the event that a change needs to occur.

A software program may help to put your strategy into action. 15five, for example, is an employee
engagement software that promotes communication within your team and can be used to track each
employee’s progress toward their quarterly goals.
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Conclusion
As you round out your plans, consider adding a few bonus goals to shoot for in addition to the goals you
have for financial performance. For example, revisit the list of opportunities you make after completing
your SWOT analysis and fundraising assessment. Did anything in your list feel like you were shooting
for the moon? What small steps could you take as a bonus project to learn more about that opportunity?
Remember, writing your goals down, now matter how big or small, is a proven strategy for success. No
idea is too far off if you’re willing to commit to developing a plan and take the necessary steps.

It would be a little contradictory of us to leave you without a motivating thought for moving forward after
discussing the importance of an empowering conclusion at the end of Chapter 3.

And so we’ll leave you with an appendix of useful tools to help you get started and a quote from sports
and leadership legend Vince Lombardi.

.

Remember, too, as you explore the Tool Appendix that a tool is as useful as the people using it. Educate
collaborators on the whys and hows before assembling your team to get started.
Happy planning!

9

Hubspot Blog, “10 Epic Sports Talks to Motivate Your Team [Videos].” http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/
epic-motivational-sports-pep-talk-videos
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Tool Appendix
Activity Calendar
Use this link to download a customizable year-round calendar to map out your fundraising plans.
Stay more organized with this visualization of your goals for the entire year.

The One-Page Strategy Diagram
People who write down their goals are much more likely to attain what they set out to achieve, according
to a study completed by Dr. Gail Matthews at Dominican University in California.10 Create this one-page,
one-year fundraising strategy document to use as an effective external communication tool. Whether
you’re meeting with a potential donor to discuss a large gift, or introducing someone to what your
organization represents, this document will empower your development staff to speak confidently about
how the goals of your organization connect to your fundraising initiatives.

We’ve created this helpful diagram to give you a better sense of what is included in your one-pager.
By following these tips, this tool will become a visually stimulating way to provide donors with additional
information, be it in person, or via electronic communications.

10

Dominican University of California, “Goals Research Summary.” http://www.dominican.edu/academics/ahss/
undergraduate-programs/psych/faculty/assets-gail-matthews/researchsummary2.pdf
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LOGO AND BRANDING

[INSERT YEAR]

VISION

MISSION STATEMENT

WHO YOU SERVE
IMPACTFUL IMAGE

4

5

CAPTION

6

THE CHALLENGES THEY FACE

YOUR SOLUTION

SMART GOALS

IMPACT GRAPHIC

7

8

9

HOW YOUR ORGANIZATION GENERATES REVENUE

10

CALL TO ACTION
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1

LOGO AND BRANDING
As this document will primarily be used externally, you’ll want to put your best—and most attractive—foot
forward. Use your logo and elements of your branding such as key colors, images, and fonts in order to
give this document the same look and feel as your website and donation pages. According to Network
for Good, branded donation pages raise seven times more money than standard pages, so be sure this
document looks the part.11

2

VISION
Describe the larger vision that motivates your organization. If your organization is fighting a battle that’s
part of a larger war, connect your work to the bigger picture and what’s at stake.

3

MISSION STATEMENT
This statement is typically 1 to 2 sentences and should include who you serve, what challenges they face,
and how you serve them. In Top Nonprofit’s study of 50 examples, the average word count, discounting
references to the brand, was just 15.3.12

4

WHO YOU SERVE
Details are key. Include personal stories with specific information to connect the lives of who you serve
with donors. Donors tend to be twice as generous when they read about the stories of
impacted individuals.13

11

Network for Good, "The Network for Good Digital Giving Index.” http://www.networkforgood.com/
digitalgivingindex/

12

3 Top Nonprofits, "50 Example Mission Statements.” https://topnonprofits.com/examples/nonprofit-missionstatements/

13

Network for Good, "Storytelling for Nonprofits.” http://learn.networkforgood.org/storytelling-guide-fornonprofits.html
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5

IMPACTFUL IMAGE
An image is a great way to humanize your cause. An image with a caption is even better. By providing
the details behind the picture, you open the door for your donors to step inside the world the
image represents.

6

THE CHALLENGES THEY FACE
Describe the reasons why the people you serve need support. This section should make the situation
real to your reader. Use descriptive language to paint a picture, rather than just tell a tale.

7

YOUR SOLUTION
Time to shine. How is your solution helping your cause? Let your donors know why supporting your
organization is a decision that makes a meaningful impact.

8

IMPACT GRAPHIC
Speaking of impact, a graph or visual chart is a great way to present information in a way that translates
and is easy to digest.

9

SMART GOALS
Map out your overall fundraising goals and let your readers know you’re not messing around. Show how
you’ve carved out an effective strategy by making each goal specific, measurable, relevant, and timebound. Be sure to provide the “why” behind your goals and connect them to the health of your programs.

10

HOW YOUR ORGANIZATION GENERATES REVENUE
Give your reader an idea of how your organization generates revenue. This will help individual donors
understand how important contributions like theirs are to your success and your cause.
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Use this one-page, one-year document to communicate with potential donors, large and small whenever
you’re meeting in person or need to personally send more information online. You might even tape it
to the wall next to your desk. Let it be a high level guiding force as you work towards achieving your
organization’s goals.

SWOT Analysis

FAVORABLE

UNFAVORABLE

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS
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Perception Map
GENERAL
6
Y: FOCUS

ORGANIZATIONS

5

YOUR ORGANIZATION
TRADITIONAL

MODERN

X: APPROACH

1

Desert Penguin Foundation

2

Penguin Protection

3

Peace for Penguins

4

Baby Penguin Research Center

5

Empowered Emperor Penguins

6

World Penguin Society

3
4
1

2

SPECIALIZED

Break-Even Analysis

COST OF OPERATION

SECURED FUNDS

# OF DONORS NEEDED TO
BREAK EVEN (ON AVERAGE)

AVERAGE GIFT SIZE
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The Biggest Nonprofit
Learning Center
Classy’s webinars provide you with a free virtual learning
classroom. Browse, watch, download and enjoy!

Take Me There

